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ColdFle x  A  S e condar y  Insulate d Cold  Bar r ier  for  Energ y  S aving s

It seems today that most business are tasked with saving money and energy. State and federal energy 
programs press business and consumers to purchase newer equipment that may have enhanced features to 
save or conserve energy.

According to energy.gov “Commercial refrigerators and freezers are critical for grocery stores, restaurants, 
and other businesses in the food industry.” They also state that the “Typical commercial refrigerators 
consume up to 17,000 kilowatt-hours of electricity while large commercial freezers consume up to 38,000 
kilowatt-hours, resulting in high energy bills.”

With new standards on energy conservation coming out yearly, it is more important than ever to conserve 
the cool environment produced by the appliances and minimize energy loss. This is two-fold for the 
business who invests in a second layer barrier for their refrigerator and freezer systems. Not only does it 
comply with new standards from the Department of Energy (DOE), but the conservation also helps the 
owner’s pocketbook.

New to the market in November of 2021, Senneca Holdings, parent company to Chase Doors® and 
ColdGuard™, debuted its new ColdFlex™ Insulated, Flexible secondary traffic door for use on almost every 
industrial refrigeration and freezer room. This door is used as a barrier to conserve energy and block heat 
from coming in and cold escaping while the primary door freezer / refrigerator door is open. 

First of its kind made here in the USA, this insulated, yet flexible barrier, not only conserves energy, and 
protects from cooling loss, it also allows for easy pass-thru of associates and product opening only at the 
corner, with a slight swing and push to allow for traffic thru the doorway. This means that the main freezer 
door can remain open while their refrigerator or freezer is being stocked or large quantities of product need 
to go in and out of a cold room continuously all day.

The D oor  B eyond
Doors create a unique challenge when designing in a cold storage environment.

Doors musts -

Minimize Infiltration:
When the Door is Open – Heat passes into the cooled space, requiring the refrigeration system to work 
harder and potentially reducing the life of refrigerated/frozen goods due to temperature change or freeze/
thaw conditions.

• Effective Doors open and close quickly, reducing infiltration.

Create a Thermal Barrier when Closed:
In the closed position, the door system must act as a thermal barrier.

• Effective Doors prevent the transfer of heat through the door panel and components. 
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Show me the  Value,  R-Value
Any Area Requiring a Temperature Controlled Environment in an Opportunity to Save Energy and Money!

R  and  K  Fac tor

There are two different methods of calculating the insulation value of a material:
 • “K” Factor (Measures a materials ability to conduct heat from one side to the other.)
 and
 • “R” Value or “R” Factor

What  is  R-Value,  one may ask? 

“R” Value or “R” Factor – Measures a materials resistance to allowing heat to transfer from one side to the 
other. The “R” Value measurement is the more commonly method used.  The higher the “R” Value, the better 
insulator a material will be. The barrier should create a heat flux to keep one side a colder steady consistency 
than the reverse side of the barrier that should maintain a steady warmer condition within the area.

When designing doors for use on coolers or freezers, the insulation value of the materials is very important.  
Materials with high insulation values create a door system that minimizes temperature loss, and prevents 
condensation and ice buildup.  

In this testing summary below, the BTU energy consumption between the ColdFlex and another 
manufacturer is compared. A significant amount of energy savings can be easily seen. The R-Value indicated 
for ColdFlex is higher than that of the other manufacturer ensuring that the conduciveness of heat is less.

*U-Factor Energy Consumption (BTU/Day) R-Value

Small Large 18" X 70" 48" x 96" High Low

ColdFlex
0.54 0.41 0.37 1.02 2.44 1.85

Other 
Manufaturer

0.81 0.84 0.55 2.08 1.19 1.23

*“U” Value or “U” Factor is the thermal transmittance of materials as the rate of transfer of 
heat through matter. The lower the U-value the better the insulation is. 
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See the 
temperature 
barrier 
difference 
yourself...

COLDFLEX 
Secondary Flexible Door 
Outside cooler temp

COLDFLEX 
Secondary Flexible Door 
Inside cooler temp
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What  about  cost  savings ,  how much will  I  save?

Energy savings = Cash Savings. In a recent study by Chase Doors and ColdGuard, showed the monetary cost 
savings per year to be greater than 50% over another manufacturer’s secondary barrier solution. ColdFlex 
on a freezer with no secondary barrier will save the owner about $1,500 annually, $15,000 over a ten-year-
period. What could you do with an extra grand and a half or more yearly? Perhaps invest in your business 
somewhere else.

What  about  my current  Str ip  Cur tains?

While strip curtains and other secondary pass-through solutions work for most business, the energy and 
savings loss are unparalleled with ColdFlex. Products that stay in a fully controlled environment and do not 
go through slight temperature variations tend to last longer and provide an all-around better product.

ColdFlex is also recommended for temperature sensitive and controlled environments such as blood banks, 
pharmaceuticals and even some truck/transport boxes with openings for human, machine, and product 
pass thru.

Where  can I  learn  more  about  policies  regarding energy?

For more information about Energy and Energy Savings Tips for Commercial Coolers/Refrigerators and 
Freezers and more information on the DOE, visit Energy.gov

For information on “Small Business Energy Efficiency Grant Program*” visit the Alliance to Save Energy.

Senneca Holdings and its affiliates do not endorse ase.org or its offerings. This information is provided to 
readers as information only.

Closing Summar y

Chase Doors is pleased to introduce ColdFlex Insulated Swinging Flexible Traffic Doors. Proudly made in the 
USA, ColdFlex represents A “Best-in-Class” secondary door solution for the Cold Storage Industry. Chase 
has answered the need for a secondary door that provides the best R-Value in the industry, and creates an 
upgrade to other secondary doors, such as Strip Doors and non-insulated Swinging Flexible doors. With 
a Heavy insulated flexible PVC construction, and a high 2.44 R-Value, ColdFlex provides TWICE the energy 
savings compared to openings with no secondary doors. ColdFlex keeps the cool air in and the warm air out, 
reducing the chance for air infiltration that can cause icing within the cold storage environment. ColdFlex 
saves energy and reduces your carbon footprint. 1-Year Warranty

Contac t  Information 

Contact your local Chase/Senneca Representative for further information and price on ColdFlex Insulated 
Swinging Flexible Doors – 800-543-445.
Also see our complete package of Cold Storage solutions including ColdGuard and Energy Saving Products 
at chasedoors.com.
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